Abstract. In this paper we propose a new approach to the automated composition of distributed processes described as semantic web services. Current approaches, such as those based on OWL-S and WSMO, in spite of their expressive power, are hard to use in practice. Indeed, they require comprehensive and usually large ontological descriptions of the processes, and rather complex (and often inefficient) reasoning mechanisms. In our approach, we reduce to the minimum the usage of ontological descriptions of processes, so that we can perform a limited, but efficient and useful, semantic reasoning for composing web services. The key idea is to keep separate the procedural and the ontological descriptions, and to link them through semantic annotations. We define the formal framework, and propose a technique that can exploit simple reasoning mechanisms at the ontological level, integrated with effective reasoning mechanisms devised for procedural descriptions of web services.
Introduction
The importance of describing web services at the process-level is widely recognized, a witness being the standard languages for describing business processes, like BPEL [1] , and the most popular standards for semantic web services, like OWL-S [4] and WSMO [22] . In a process-level description, a web service is not simply represented as an "atomic" component that can be executed in a single step. Instead, the interface of the service describes its behavior, i.e., a flow of interactions with other services structured according to different control constructs, e.g., sequentially, conditionally, and iteratively. Behavioral descriptions of web services can be published in standard languages, e.g., as abstract BPEL specifications, OWL-S process models, and WSMO interfaces. They constitute a key element for several application domains where web services are proposed as the basis for interoperability and integration of (business) processes that are distributed over the network. This is the case, for instance, of several e-Government, eBanking, and e-Commerce applications.
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Recent research is focusing on the key problem of the automated composition of web services described at the process level [10, 7, 3, 20, 15, 13, 14] . However, the research is still at an early stage. From one side, some approaches do not deal with semantic web services, and cannot thus exploit the ability to do reasoning about what services do. This is the case of techniques for composing BPEL processes [15, 13] and of theoretical frameworks for the composition of services represented as finite state automata [7, 3] . From the other side, the approaches that have been proposed so far to exploit semantic descriptions (see, e.g., [10, 20, 14, 22] ) are based on the idea that processes should be described by means of comprehensive ontologies. They have the practical disadvantage to require long descriptions that are time-and effort-consuming, and that are very hard to propose in practice for industrial applications. Such semantic descriptions of web services are based on expressive languages such as OWL [9] or WSMO [22] , and require complex reasoning mechanisms. Indeed, for instance, the OWL family of languages are based on the description logics SHIQ and SHIOQ, that have reasoning services that are EXPTime and NEXPTime, respectively [19] .
In this paper, we propose a practical approach to the composition of semantic web services. We aim at automated composition techniques that exploit a limited, but still useful, amount of semantic reasoning. The key idea is to keep separate the procedural and the ontological descriptions, and to use semantic annotations to link them. First, the behavior of a web service is defined in languages that have been designed to describe processes. Then, the semantics of data exchanged and of the operations performed by the processes is described in a separate ontological language. Finally, the two descriptions are linked by semantic annotations of the behavioral descriptions that map to the ontological concepts. Annotations are necessary to give semantics to the exchanged data (e.g., which relations exist between the data given in input to the service and the data received as answers from the service), as well as to define the effects and outcomes of the service executions (e.g., to identify the successful executions of the service and distinguish them from the failures, and to describe the effects associated to the successful executions).
We apply this idea to the case of processes described in BPEL. More precisely, we give semantics to abstract BPEL processes in terms of state transition systems, in such a way that variables that are used in messages exchanged among BPEL processes constitute the state variables of the associated state transition systems. The meaning of these variables is defined by an annotation function that maps them to an ontological language, which, in this paper, is based on the ALN description logic and a generalized acyclic TBox [2] . Given this formal framework, we can express composition requirements as semantic goals, i.e., expressions in a language whose terms refer to ontological descriptions. We define formally the automated composition problem with semantic goals and propose an automated composition technique that translates semantic goals into ground goals, i.e., goals that refer to the state variables of the process. We can thus exploit efficient automated composition algorithms that have been devised for non-annotated BPEL compositions [15, 13] .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe a reference example that is used all along the paper. In Section 3 we formally define semantic annotations for state transition systems that describe BPEL processes, and the language for describing semantic goals. In Section 4, we formally define the composition problem, while in Section 5 we describe the automated composition technique. We conclude with a description of some related work.
Overview of the Approach: An Example
We aim at the automated synthesis of a new composite service that interacts with a set of existing component web services in order to satisfy a given composition requirement. More precisely, we assume that we have already identified the services that will be combined into the composite service 1 , and that we are now facing the problem of defining the executable process that can interact with these existing services in order to achieve the composition requirement. According to our approach each web service exploited in the composition defines:
-an ontology defining the relevant terminology, -an interface process defining the interactions necessary to execute the service, and -an annotation of the choreography that defines (partial) correspondences between the ontology and the process.
In the following, we assume that the ontologies provided by the different services have been mapped into a global common ontology that defines all the relevant concepts of the composition scenario. We will also assume that the interface processes are annotated according to this global ontology.
Example 2. The common ontology for the VTA composition scenario discussed in Example 1 is depicted in Figure 1 Figure 2 .
In our approach, the interface processes defining the interaction behaviors of the component services are defined in abstract BPEL. BPEL [1] provides an operational description of the (stateful) behavior of web services on top of the service interfaces defined in their WSDL specifications. An abstract BPEL description identifies the partners of a service, its internal variables, and the operations that are triggered upon the invocation of the service by some of the partners. Operations include assigning variables, invoking other services and receiving responses, forking parallel threads of execution, and nondeterministically picking one amongst different courses of actions. Standard imperative constructs such as if-then-else, case choices, and loops, are also supported. Figure 3 we report (the relevant parts of) the abstract BPEL specification of the FlightReservation service in the scenario discussed in Example 1.
Example 3. In
<process name="FlightReservation"> <variables> <variable name="req" messageType="flightRequest"/> <!--"req" contains parts "/req/start", "/req/des", and "/req/date" --> <variable name="pax" messageType="paxInformation"/> <!--"pax" contains part "/offer/client" --> <variable name="offer" messageType="flightOffer"/> <!--"offer" part "/offer/fl" --> </variables> <sequence name="main"> <receive operation="request" variable="req" semann="/req/start : Location, /req/dest : Location, /req/date : Date"/> <switch name="checkAvailability"> <case name="isNotAvailable"> <invoke operation="not avail" semann="/offer/fl : Flight, /offer/fl.status = notAvailable"/> </case> <otherwise name="isAvailable"> <assign name="prepareOffer"> <copy><from opaque="yes" semann="/offer/fl : Flight, /offer/fl.start = /req/start, /offer/fl.destination = /req/dest, /offer/fl.date = /req/date"/> <to variable="offer" part="fl"/></copy> </assign> <invoke operation="offer" inputVariable="offer" /> <pick name="waitAcknowledge"> <onMessage operation="ack" variable="pax" semann="/pax/client : Client, /offer/fl.pax = /client/pax, /offer/fl.status = booked"/> <onMessage operation="nack" semann="/offer/flight.status = cancelled"/> </pick> </otherwise> </switch> </sequence> </process> A BPEL specification provides a very detailed description of the interactions that need to be carried out with a web service in order to exploit it. However, this is still not sufficient to allow for the purpose of automatically composing such web service with other services. Indeed, it is necessary to describe also the "semantic" aspects of such interactions. We do this by extending the BPEL specification with "semantic annotations" (the semann attributes in Figure 3 ).
In our example, it is necessary first of all to associate concepts in the ontology to the (parts of the) input and output messages exchanged by the process. This is the role, for instance of the semantic annotations "/req/start : Location, /req/dest : Location, /req/date : Date" of the receive activity for operation request, at the beginning of the BPEL process. Moreover, it is necessary to express "semantic" relations among the input and output data values exchanged during the interaction with the web service, e.g., between the start and destination locations and dates requested by the client and the flight returned by the reservation service. This is done in annotation "/offer/fl.start = /req/start, /offer/fl.destination = /req/dest, /offer/fl.date = /req/date" of the opaque assignment. A further usage of semantic annotations is to define the outcome of an interaction with a web service. In our example it is clear that a flight has been booked only if a flight is available, the reservation service sends an offer, and the user acknowledges the acceptance of the offer. To express this in the BPEL specification, we add annotation "/offer/status = booked" to the activity corresponding to the reception of the acknowledgement.
The semantic annotations are necessary to compensate the specificities of the interface at hand, and to put it in relation with the common ontology. We remark, however, that the semantic annotations that have to be added to this purpose are very limited if compared to processes defined in languages such as OWL-S or WSMO. As we will see, they are sufficient for the automated composition task we are interested in.
BPEL Processes as Annotated STSs
We encode BPEL processes (extended with semantic annotations) as annotated state transition systems which describe dynamic systems that can be in one of their possible states (some of which are marked as initial states) and can evolve to new states as a result of performing some actions. We distinguish actions in input actions, output actions, and τ . Input actions represent the reception of messages, output actions represent messages sent to external services, and τ is a special action, called internal action, that represents internal evolutions that are not visible to external services. In other words, τ represents the fact that the state of the system can evolve without producing any output, and without consuming any inputs. A transition relation describes how the state can evolve on the basis of inputs, outputs, or of the internal action τ . Concerning the states, we associate to each state a set of concept assertions and role assertions. This configures a state as the assertional component (or ABox) of a knowledge representation system based on a given description logic where the ontology plays the role of the terminological component (or TBox). Therefore, concept assertions are formulas of the form a : C (or C(a) ) and state that a given individual a belongs to (the interpretation) of the concept C. Role assertions are formulas of the form a.R = b (or R(a, b) ) and state that a given individual b is a value of the role R for a. As a consequence, each action can be viewed as a transition from a state consisting in an ABox to a different state consisting in a different ABox. Figure 4) Figure 2 
messages (e.g., flightOffer is used to bid a flight). The action τ is used to model internal evolutions of the process, such as assignments and decision making. The evolution of the process is modelled through a set of possible transitions (the section TRANS in

and, thus, it denotes the same individual in all the states (i.e., all the ABoxes).
The definition of the state transition system provided in Figure 4 is parametric w.r. Figure 2) . Another, better technique is to use knowledge level techniques such as the ones in [13] to avoid an explicit enumeration of the individuals of Flight, Location, Date, Client.
We have formally defined a translation that associates an annotated state transition system to each component service, starting from its annotated BPEL specification. In Figure 4 we have reported the translation for the specific case of the flight booking service, with minor changes (e.g., in the order of the clauses and in some automatically generated names) to improve the readability. We omit the formal definition of the translation, which can be found at http://www.astroproject.org/.
According to the above definitions, when we have to check if a given assertion p is true in a given state s ∈ S we have to apply instance checking denoted as T , Λ(s) |= p. On the other hand, ABoxes play no active role when checking subsumption [17] , therefore subsumption can be checked without considering what is the current state (i.e., the current ABox). For example, when we have to check T , Λ(s) |= C D, we only need to check T , ∅ |= C D. Furthermore, let us assume to use ALN as description logic and a generalized acyclic TBox as T [2] . This language is expressive enough to describe non-trivial examples as the VTA domain. The computational complexity of subsumption w.r.t. an acyclic terminology is NP-complete, while the computational complexity of instance checking is P [6] , which makes the reasoning problems tractable, and, e.g., less complex than those of OWL-S.
Web Process Composition Problem
According to our approach, the inputs of the composition problem are (1) a global ontology T , A , (2) a set of annotated BPEL processes, or, equivalently, of annotated STSs Σ i , T , Λ i , defining the component services, and (3) a composition requirement ρ, that formalizes these desired properties of the composite service to be synthesized. Inputs (1) and (2) try to define and book a vacation package; upon failure, guarantee that no booking is pending.
We remark that, when composing web services, it is often the case that composition requirements have the structure described in the previous example, i.e., they define a "primary condition" to be achieved whenever possible, and a "recovery condition" that has to be achieved in all the cases the main condition fails. 3 Besides the principal and the recovery conditions, a composition requirement also defines two sets of concept assertions. The first one, that we call input concept assertions, can be seen as input parameters for the composition requirements, such as desired trip destination and dates, which can be assumed to exist in the ABox of the global ontology. The second set, called output concept assertions, describes the elements that have to be defined by the web service composition, in our case the trip and the accommodation.
We now give the formal definition of composition requirement.
Definition 3 (Composition requirement). Let T be the terminology for the composition problem. A composition requirement is a tuple ρ = i, o, p, r , where:
-i is a set of input concept assertions for T ; -o is a set of output concept assertions for T ; -p is a goal condition on T , i ∪ o specifying the primary condition; -r is a goal condition on T , i ∪ o specifying the recovery condition.
Goal conditions p and r are expressions in the following grammar: The recovery condition of the composition requirement specifies that neither the trip not the accommodation has to be booked, and can be represented as follows:
In the composition requirements, the semantic annotations introduced in the BPEL processes play a fundamental role for defining conditions on the outcomes of web service executions. For instance, the semantic annotations defining correspondences between the input and output messages of the flight reservation service make it clear which values have to be passed to that service in order to book the flight. Moreover, the value assigned to offer fl.status in the final activities of the different branches of the process make it possible to distinguish successful executions (with the flight booked) from failures (due to non-available flights or to a reservation cancellation).
Now that we have defined all the inputs of the composition, we are ready to provide a formal definition of composition problem. In the following, we re-use the definitions already proposed in [15, 16] , adapted to the case of annotated STSs.
The first step in the definition of composition problem consists in merging the annotated STSs Γ i = Σ i , T , Λ i corresponding to the different component services into a single STS Γ = Σ , T , Λ defining the combined behavior of the component services. More precisely, Σ = Σ 1 Σ 2 · · · Σ n is the STS defining the parallel product of the Σ i , where each component evolves independently from the others, that is, each transition of Σ corresponds to a transition of one of the components (see [15, 16] for a formal definition). Moreover, Λ associates to each state of Σ all the annotations of the corresponding states of Σ 1 , Σ 2 ,. . . , Σ n .
The automated synthesis of the composite service consists in generating a new state transition system Σ c that, once connected to Σ , satisfies the composition requirement. We now define formally the state transition system describing the behaviors of Σ when connected to Σ c . 
Definition 4 (Controlled system [16]). Let Σ = S, S
where:
This definition can be easily extended to the case of an annotated STS. Indeed, the composite service Σ c has no annotations, and hence the annotations of a state of Σ c Γ are those of the corresponding state in Γ .
In a web service composition problem, we need to generate a Σ c that guarantees the satisfaction of a composition requirement ρ. This is formalized by requiring that the controlled system Σ c Γ must satisfy ρ, written Σ c Γ |= ρ. 
Definition 5 (goal satisfaction). Let
According to this definition, a controlled system satisfies a composition goal if: either (1) all the states reached at the end of the computation satisfy the principal condition (in this case we say that the goal is satisfied in a strong way), or (2) all the states reached at the end of the computation satisfy either the principal or the recovery condition (in this case we say that the goal is satisfied in a weak way) and no strong satisfying controller can be defined (i.e., a weak satisfaction is the best we can achieve). 
Definition 6 (Composition problem [16]).
4 Σ c (Γ 1 . . . Γ n ) |= ρ.
Automated Synthesis of the Process Composition
In [15, 16] , an algorithm is described that automatically generates the composite service Σ c starting from the component services Σ 1 ,. . . , Σ n and the composition requirement ρ. Moreover, the algorithm has been implemented within the ASTRO toolset (see http://www.astroproject.org/) and applied to different domains, showing that it is able to compose complex services in a very small amount of time, much smaller than the time required for a manual implementation of the composite process. However, in [15, 16] the component STSs did not exploit semantic annotations, and the composition requirement was based on propositional logic instead of description logic and ontologies. Our goal is to extend the approach of [15, 16] to the case of process composition with semantic annotations. There are different ways to achieve this.
Here, we adopt a very simple approach, consisting in transforming the constraints in the composition requirement into propositional formulas through a grounding process. Once this has been done, the semantic annotations of the component STSs can be interpreted as "syntactic" annotations, that are not subject to subsumption, and the algorithm of [15, 16] can be reused. We now describe in detail the grounding process.
The aim of the composition process is to define in a suitable way the output individuals of the composition goal, so that the principal or recovery conditions are satisfied. The grounding process consists in looking in the ontology for all the concepts that are subsumed by the concepts of the output concept assertions in the goal, and to reformulate the conditions in the goal using the union of all these concepts for the output individuals, as shown in the following example. The following result shows the correctness of re-using the existing algorithms of [15, 16] on the ground requirement.
Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness w.r.t. composition). Let ρ be a composition requirement and ρ g be the corresponding grounded requirement w.r.t. terminology T . Then
where |= g is satisfiability with goal conditions interpreted as propositional formulas.
Related Work and Conclusions
In this paper we propose a practical approach to the composition of semantic web services. We keep separated the procedural and the ontological description of services, and link them through semantic annotations. We then integrate reasoning mechanisms at the ontological and at the process level. This approach is novel with respect to existing literature. Form the one side, several works propose approaches to process-level composition that do not address explicitly the need for (reasoning about) semantic descriptions of web services [7, 3, 15, 13] . From the other side, most of the work on automated composition of semantic web services has focused so far on the problem of composition at the functional level, i.e., composition of atomic services that can be executed in a single request-response step (see, e.g. [11, 5] ).
The work on WSDL-S and METEOR-S [18, 12, 21] provides semantic annotations for WSDL. It is close in spirit to ours, but does not deal with semantically annotated (BPEL) process-level descriptions of web services. The work in [8] is also close in spirit to our general objective to bridge the gap between the semantic web framework and languages proposed by industrial coalitions. However, [8] focuses on a different problem, i.e., that of extending BPEL with semantic web technology to facilitate web service interoperation, while the problem of automated composition is not addressed.
Recently, an increasing amount of work is dealing with the problem of composing semantic web services taking into account their behavioral descriptions [10, 23, 20, 14, 22] . In this context, the research community is following two related but different main approaches: OWL-S [4] and WSMO [22] . Approaches based on OWL-S [10, 23, 20, 14] are different from the one proposed in this paper, since, in OWL-S, even processes are described as ontologies, and therefore there is no way to separate reasoning about processes and reasoning about ontologies. The approach undertaken in WSMO is closer in spirit to ours: processes are represented as Abstract State Machines, a well known and general formalism to represent dynamic behaviors. The idea underlying WSMO is that the variables of Abstract State Machines are all defined with terms of the WSMO ontological language. Our processes work instead on their own state variables, some of which can be mapped to a separated ontological language, allowing for a minimalist and practical approach to semantic annotations and for effective reasoning to compose services automatically. Indeed, the aim of the work on WSMO is to propose a general language and representation mechanism for semantic web services, while we focus on the problem of providing effective techniques for composing automatically semantic web services.
It would be interesting to investigate how our approach can be applied to WSMO Abstract State Machines rather than BPEL processes, and how the idea of minimalist semantic annotations can be extended to work with WSMO orchestration languages and mechanisms, such that we could exploit our automated composition techniques effectively in this framework. In this context, we plan also to integrate our proposal for automated composition with techniques for web service discovery, a problem that we do not address in this paper.
